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Chairman Franks, Ranking Member Nadler, and members of the Subcommittee, I would like to thank you for the invitation to testify today on a topic that has constituted a significant focus in my recent research: how contingent-fee litigation entered into between states and private counsel can raise significant conflicts of interest and other ethical concerns; and how federal delegation of enforcement authority to state attorneys general might magnify these concerns and expand their scope. I conclude that recent legislation granting state attorneys general concurrent authority to enforce federal rules, without limiting the ability to contract out such authority to private counsel on a contingent-fee basis, potentially compromises the effectiveness and integrity of federal law enforcement, warranting Congressional action.

At the outset, I would like to emphasize that my comments today reflect my own views but do not necessarily reflect the views of my employer, the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research.

Many of the views expressed herein are drawn, in whole or in part, from my prior research on this topic, including a recent Manhattan Institute report, *Trial Lawyers, Inc.: Attorneys General—A Report on the Alliance Between State AGs and the Plaintiffs’ Bar 2011*, the full text of which is attached as an appendix to this prepared testimony. In addition, the Subcommittee should be aware of the extensive academic work on this topic done by my colleague Lester Brickman, a Manhattan Institute Visiting Scholar and a Professor of Law at Cardozo Law School at Yeshiva University; Professor Brickman’s work was recently summarized and expanded in *Lawyer Barons: What Their Contingency Fees Really Cost America*, published in 2011 by the Cambridge University Press.
Introduction

Part I of this testimony: (A) explains the theoretical problems with state-sponsored litigation delegated by state attorneys general to private counsel on a contingent-fee basis, (B) examines briefly some of the abuses that have historically arisen in such litigation, and (C) explores legislative remedies enacted by several states in response to such concerns. Part II (A) explains why state assignment of litigation on a contingent-fee basis raises special concerns in the context of delegated federal law-enforcement authority, (B) explores the variation between Executive Branch limits on privately delegated enforcement and concurrent state enforcement authority, and (C) explores recent federal legislation that gives rise to new concerns in this area. Part III concludes with a call for modest federal action designed to prevent abuse.

I. State Delegation of Litigation to Private Counsel on a Contingent-Fee Basis

A. Theoretical Problems

With necessarily limited staffs, many state attorneys general may prefer to contract with outside counsel for various enforcement activities, to acquire particularized legal expertise that does not reside in house. But entering into such contracts on a contingent-fee basis raises a host of ethical quandaries that do not apply in private litigation, for which such financing is standard American practice. The principal rationale for such arrangements in private litigation—that individuals tend to lack the up-front funds to pay lawyers by the hour and the sophistication to evaluate the merits of a potential claim and to monitor attorneys’ conduct of their lawsuit—do not apply to states, which have financial resources unavailable to individual claimants and the legal sophistication both to determine whether a case under consideration has a chance of prevailing and to oversee attorneys’ strategic choices and expenses.

In practice, state lawsuits contracted out on a contingent-fee basis are often conceived by private lawyers who approach state attorneys general with ideas, rather than originating with state attorneys general themselves. Even apart from such practice, delegating state law-enforcement authority through contingent-fee financing creates potential conflicts between the state’s

---

obligation to serve the general welfare and the hired private attorneys’ interests. Whereas state officials acting in the public interest would often prefer to balance a variety of concerns, private attorneys operating on contingent-fee agreements have a financial incentive to maximize money recoveries—an incentive that is congruent with clients’ interest in private actions but frequently in tension with the state’s public-interest role when acting *parens patriae*. Such problems are complicated by the fact that state AGs, in many cases, essentially relinquish authority over the course of litigation to the private lawyers hired.

Moreover, because state *parens patriae* actions typically afford the opportunity for outsized awards or settlements totaling in the millions or billions of dollars—in effect serving as giant class action lawsuits without the numerosity, commonality, and typicality requirements that would apply to any class certification under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23—the fees collected in such litigation will often be disproportionate to the effort expended and will represent a huge diversion of funds from state governments to private counsel. Further, because these sums often go to AGs’ past and future campaign donors, such arrangements can create at least the appearance of pernicious “pay to play” arrangements. That a number of states have no formal process for overseeing private attorney contracts—many state attorneys general have doled out work on a no-bid basis—heightens these concerns.

**B. History**

Ethical concerns about state-sponsored litigation contracted to private attorneys on a contingent-fee basis are not merely theoretical; arrangements that at least create an appearance of impropriety have been commonplace in practice.

1. *Tobacco litigation*

The large-scale contracting of state litigation to private counsel dates to 1994, when Mississippi asbestos lawyer Richard “Dickie” Scruggs approached his state’s attorney general, Mike Moore, with a plan to sue tobacco companies for Medicaid expenses stemming from smoking-related injuries.² The multistate settlements resolving tobacco litigation conceived by Scruggs and Moore highlight the potential windfalls available to private attorneys at the expense of state treasuries: several states’ settlements reimbursed lawyers at an effective rate of over $10,000 per


Many of the state attorneys general involved in the tobacco lawsuits received political contributions from the attorneys they hired. Scruggs contributed more money to Moore’s campaign than any other donor and flew the attorney general to campaign stops in his private jet. Carla Stovall, then the attorney general of Kansas, hired her former firm, Entz & Chanay, as local counsel in the settlement negotiations—and, later, received sizable campaign donations from her former colleagues at the firm. In at least one case, the arrangements went beyond the mere appearance of corruption: former Texas attorney general Dan Morales pled guilty to federal corruption charges that were premised in part on his role in attempting to offer a contract worth hundreds of millions of dollars in contingency fees to a plaintiffs’ bar ally.\footnote{See Olson, supra note 2, at 30, 40-44; Pete Slover, Morales’ Plea May Help Friend’s Fraud Case, Attorney Says, DALLAS MORNING NEWS, July 19, 2003, available at http://www.dallasnews.com/sharedcontent/dallas/tsw/stories/071903dntexmorales.55d96.html.}

2. Pharmaceutical litigation

Various state attorneys general have sued pharmaceutical manufacturers and other medical companies under a wide array of theories, including, as in the tobacco lawsuits, the claim that certain business practices illegitimately inflated state Medicaid expenses.

Among these lawsuits are those alleging that pharmaceutical companies were “gouging” the state by recommending “average wholesale prices” (AWP) to pharmacists, which, according to the lawsuits, inflated the states’ Medicaid bills. In one such case, former Alabama attorney general Troy King, a Republican, hired the Beasley Allen law firm to help lead a suit against 73 pharmaceutical companies. Some of these companies decided to settle in 2008 and 2009, with total settlement values reaching $124 million, and private attorneys being paid fees and expenses over $20 million.\footnote{See ATRA, BEYOND REPRAOCH? FOSTERING INTEGRITY AND PUBLIC TRUST IN THE OFFICES OF STATE ATTORNEYS GENERALS 6 (2010), available at http://www.bcnys.org/inside/legalfirm/2010/ATRA-Report-Beyond-Reprouach.pdf.} Based on an examination of the political-donation money trail, the American Tort Reform Association (ATRA) determined that Beasley Allen and its lawyers donated over...
$760,000 to eight separate political action committees from 2006 through 2010, and that these PACs in turn spent $240,000 to support King’s campaign.\(^{6}\)

Other state-sponsored pharmaceutical lawsuits contracted out on a contingent-fee basis alleged that companies improperly promoted off-label drug prescriptions, and thereby inflated state Medicaid costs. Among the more lucrative of such lawsuits were those targeting certain antipsychotic drugs, such as Eli Lilly’s Zyprexa, a standard treatment for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder that is also commonly prescribed off-label to treat dementia in elderly patients.\(^ {7}\) The attorneys general of twelve states decided not to join a 2008 $62-million multistate settlement resolving Zyprexa claims, preferring instead to pursue litigation individually with private firms hired on contingent-fee contracts.\(^ {8}\)

The Texas firm Bailey Perrin Bailey handled the Zyprexa litigation for several states, including Mississippi and Arkansas. In the settlement resolving the Mississippi and Arkansas litigation, respectively, private lawyers including the Bailey Perrin firm received $3.7 million and $2.78 million. The firm and its lawyers also donated $75,000 to Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood’s reelection campaign and $70,000 to the Arkansas Democratic Party.\(^ {9}\) In parallel litigation, $5.4 million from New Mexico’s settlement of Zyprexa claims went to private lawyers hired on a contingent-fee basis, including Heard Robins Cloud & Lubel, which had contributed $55,000 to the election campaign of New Mexico attorney general Gary King.\(^ {10}\)

Some state AGs have themselves allocated the proceeds of privately contracted litigation, rather than returning such monies to state treasuries. For example, in resolving a 2001 suit alleging that Oxycontin manufacturer Purdue Pharma had engaged in “aggressive marketing” tactics, West Virginia attorney general Darrell McGraw disbursed the settlement proceeds to various charitable causes of his choosing, including $500,000 to the University of Charleston’s pharmacy school, rather than directing the money to the state’s general fund.\(^ {11}\) In response, the U.S.

---

\(^{6}\) See id. at 7.


\(^{10}\) See ATRA, supra note 5, at 12.

Department of Health and Human Services withheld $2,732,968 that it claimed it was owed as its share of the proceeds by West Virginia’s Department of Health and Human Resources—meaning that McGraw’s lawsuit, in effect, led to a hole in his state’s budget.12 (Another $3 million of $10 million in settlement proceeds, under the terms of contingent-fee contracts, went to law firms that McGraw had hired to handle the case; four of these firms had given $47,500 to McGraw’s campaigns.13)

3. Securities litigation

As a result of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA),14 which substantially enables large investors to control federal securities lawsuits, public-employee pension funds have acquired significant authority over such litigation. Because some states vest state attorneys general with authority to file suit on behalf of such funds, and to contract with private law firms to manage such litigation, securities class action lawsuits have become another avenue for state-sponsored contingent-fee litigation that can create an appearance of impropriety.

For example, in 2007 and 2008, out-of-state plaintiffs’ law firms donated $830,000 to the Ohio Democratic Party, led by the New York firms Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer and Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann—both shareholder-class-action specialists—which contributed $270,000 and $175,000, respectively.15 After assuming office in 2009, former Ohio attorney general Richard Cordray contracted with private law firms to bring at least six securities class action lawsuits on behalf of state pension funds.16

Between February 14 and February 17, 2006, Douglas McKeige and four other Bernstein Litowitz partners gave a combined $25,000 to Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood’s reelection campaign.17 In short order—between February 21 and March 14—Hood entered into

---

12 See ATRA, supra note 5, at 16.
13 See Staff Reports, supra note 11.
signed contracts hiring Bernstein Litowitz on a contingency-fee basis to lead securities-fraud lawsuits on behalf of Mississippi, against Converium Holding AG, the Delphi Corporation, and the Mills Corporation, with McKeige appointed as Mississippi’s special assistant attorney general for the cases.\(^\text{18}\)

### C. State Reforms

Various state legislatures have reacted to perceived abuses in contingent-fee contracting between private lawyers and state attorneys general, or to the potential for abuses, by enacting legislation to limit such contracting authority. To this end, ten states have adopted versions of the Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act, model legislation developed by the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), an organization that advances conservative and free-market reforms to state legislators around the nation.\(^\text{19}\) Such “attorney sunshine” bills have variously required forms of public disclosure of contracts entered into between the state attorney general and private attorneys; competitive bidding and legislative oversight, at least for contracts with expected fees or values above a certain threshold; and limitations on the fees that may be contracted for with private counsel, either on an aggregate or an effective hourly basis.

Apart from legislative action, some state attorneys general have unilaterally adopted practices designed to prevent abuse and the appearance of impropriety. For example, Maryland attorney general Doug Gansler deposits any litigation proceeds into the state’s general fund unless otherwise directed by court order, and Washington state attorney general Rob McKenna regularly gives his legislature detailed reports on contingency-fee contracts.

### II. The Risk of Abuse in State AG Enforcement of Federal Law

#### A. Theoretical Problems


In addition to the issues that can arise from state-sponsored contingent-fee litigation more generally, significant problems could arise were such arrangements used to enforce federal law.

Certain problems arise whenever there is concurrent enforcement authority held by state attorneys general for federal laws that involve substantial interstate commerce, at least to the extent that federal authorities lack the authority to preempt or forestall state-led actions. Even if federal authorities and 49 of the 50 state attorneys general agree that private conduct with a substantial interstate-commerce nexus did not run afoul of a federal law, a single state AG could in effect dictate national regulation for the rest of the country. Moreover, different state AGs could invoke differing interpretations of the same federal law, in effect requiring national and international businesses subject to such laws to comply with a variety of legal regimes, potentially in conflict with one another.

In considering whether to delegate enforcement authority to state attorneys general, Congress needs to weigh and measure these potential pitfalls against the need for robust enforcement authority that may be beyond federal-agency capabilities. Granting state attorneys general concurrent enforcement authority for federal laws is supported by at least some academic commentary, generally written by scholars who support more government regulation and who worry about agency capture by industry.

---


21 Although much academic commentary assumes that federal regulations underdeter misconduct, such analyses typically give short shrift to the possibility that even though many regulatory schemes fail to capture all the bad behavior they are intended to prevent, total regulatory costs nevertheless exceed total regulatory benefits. In many instances, however, even if there are sizable Type I regulatory errors (i.e., errors of underdeterrence), there are even larger Type II errors (i.e., errors of overdeterrence).

In the context of pharmaceutical regulation by the Food and Drug Administration, my colleague Paul Howard and I survey the evidence and reach the conclusion that the cost of Type II errors exceeds that of Type I errors, and that state tort litigation in this area exacerbates this regulatory bias to act largely as a tax on the research, development, and production of pharmaceutical products, without corresponding social benefit. See James R. Copland & Paul Howard, *In the Wake of Wyeth v. Levine: Making the Case for FDA Preemption and Administrative Compensation*, MANHATTAN INST. FOR POL’Y RES., PROJECT FDA REP. NO. 1 11 (Mar. 2009), available at http://www.manhattan-institute.org/html/fda_01.htm.; see also James R. Copland, *Administrative Compensation for Pharmaceutical and Vaccine-Related Injuries*, 8 IND. HEALTH L. REV. 275, 279-81 (2011) (“In short, there is every reason to suspect that the FDA, both in theory and based on the empirical data, is more likely to commit Type II than Type I error. Thus, any additional regulatory regime that is likely to discourage the introduction of new drugs is also likely to have costs outweighing its benefits, given the Type-II-loaded FDA regulatory backdrop.”).
Such commentary typically fails to consider adequately, if at all, the substantial potential for abuse in cases in which state AGs might contract out their enforcement authority to private counsel on a contingent-fee basis. That state enforcement actions might be so contracted out creates a profoundly more pronounced risk of enforcement overreach, particularly given the diversity of state-level rules governing such arrangements: while ten states have enacted legislative reforms to limit the potential for abuse, other states have a history of abuse, including ten—Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont, and West Virginia—which sufficiently lack transparency that they have received failing grades in their handling of outside-counsel contracts from the American Tort Reform Association.22

B. Variation Between Federal and State Practice

In addition to generating possible variance among the states in interpreting federal law, that state enforcement of federal law might be contracted out to private attorneys on a contingent-fee basis creates a clear gap between potential state practice and federal-enforcement norms. Executive Order 13433, issued by President Bush on May 16, 2007, and still in effect, prohibits federal agencies from contracting for legal services when “the amount or the payment of the fee for the services is contingent in whole or in part on the outcome of the matter for which the services were obtained.”23 Thus, state attorneys general that choose to enforce federal law under their concurrent jurisdiction by contracting with outside counsel on a contingent-fee basis would be entering into agreements that would be prohibited were the federal enforcement authorities to pursue the same perceived violation.

Apart from the fact that allowing states to contract with private outside counsel on a contingent-fee basis creates a disjunction between state and federal norms for enforcing federal regulations and laws, it is worth noting that contingent-fee arrangements with private counsel are arguably more troubling at the state than at the federal level. Unlike Justice Department staff, who are unelected professionals—and at the highest levels, subject to Senate confirmation—state attorneys general are mostly elected and dependent on campaign donors24—including plaintiffs’ lawyers who might enter into such contracts—to fund their campaigns.


24 In all, forty-three of the fifty state attorneys general are elected. Five states—Alaska, Hawaii, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Wyoming—have attorneys general appointed by the governor. The state legislature elects the attorney general in Maine, and the Supreme Court selects the attorney general in Tennessee.
C. Recent Federal Legislation with the Potential for Abuse

According to a 2011 law review article by Amy Widman and Prentiss Cox, written in conjunction with the pro-plaintiffs’-lawyer Center for Justice and Democracy, at least twenty-four federal laws contain specific grants of enforcement authority to states, including sixteen involving consumer protection. Five of these have been enacted since 2008:

1. The Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008 (the “CPSIA”), Section 218;
2. The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (the “stimulus bill”), Section 13410;
3. The Omnibus Appropriations Act of 2009, Section 626(b);
4. The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank”), Section 1042; and

None of these new statutes has contained language precluding state attorneys general from contracting out their enforcement authority to private counsel on a contingent-fee basis.

As the federal delegation of enforcement authority to state attorneys general has become more commonplace, criticism of such practice has also escalated. Reacting to the inclusion of such a provision in the CPSIA, Senator Coburn remarked:

---

25 See Widman & Cox, supra note 20.
27 See Widman & Cox, supra note 20, at 53-56.
29 H.R. 1 of the 111th Congress (giving the power to seek statutory damages and attorney fees for alleged violations of the 1996 Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) to state attorneys general).
Overzealous state attorneys general will now have the authority and discretion to interpret safety regulations and could unilaterally on a whim rule a business is noncompliant and could then hand over expensive lawsuits to their trial lawyer’s cronies who are notoriously close with state law enforcement officials. State attorneys, then, would be hard-pressed to deny politically active state trial lawyers to sue companies when the litigation will not cost the State a dime and could, in many cases, bring the attorney general positive publicity.34

There is a dearth of good empirical evidence that might shed light on whether such concerns have borne out in practice. In their survey of state enforcement actions to date of sixteen federal consumer-protection statutes—specifically excluding antitrust and environmental laws—Widman and Cox count 120 claims across 104 cases, 92 of which were brought by a single attorney general.35 Nine of sixteen federal statutes studied were invoked in such claims, though over three-fourths of the total involved just two telemarketing statutes, the Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act of 199436 and the Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991.37

Admitting that their “very small sample size makes it difficult to make many detailed conclusions from the data,” Widman and Cox nevertheless conclude that “neither overenforcement nor inconsistency with federal regulators is apparent.”38 Moreover, while Widman and Cox “did not collect data on the use of outside counsel in our study,” they claim that “it appeared to be infrequent or even non-existent on the face of the pleadings in the state enforcement cases.”39

The conclusions drawn by Widman and Cox, however, do not follow from their data, given the limitations of their dataset, its exclusions, and the relative novelty of provisions authorizing concurrent enforcement authority that concern a substantial segment of the American economy, most notably Dodd-Frank.

Even assuming for the sake of argument that the 120 claims that Widman and Cox identify is a small number, many of the statutes they studied are extremely recent in origin and the remainder

35 See Widman & Cox, supra note 20, at 72-73.
38 See Widman & Cox, supra note 20, at 81-82.
39 Id. at 82.
generally involve uncontroversial provisions applying to a narrow set of less-than-deep-pocketed
businesses that have a rather insubstantial presence in interstate commerce, namely
telemarketers, abortion clinics, boxing promoters, pornographers, sports agents, and
moving companies. By excluding potential large-scale claims invoking federal law in the
antitrust and environmental arena—not to mention state-led actions invoking federal securities
law—the authors generated a dataset almost sure to limit the number of state claims and the
potential for such claims to be outsourced to plaintiffs’ law firms seeking large contingent-fee
payouts. Concluding that there is little potential for abuse by referring to an absence of abuses
under the statutes Widman and Cox study is little more than begging the question.

Furthermore, even for the statutes studied by Widman and Cox, the composition of state-level
enforcement actions is concerning: in the Widman-Cox dataset, the attorney general of Illinois
was involved in 34 individual cases and 41 cases including multistate actions, more than triple
the number of any other state and over one-third of all total actions. That the attorney general
of a single state would be a principal enforcer of federal law for the other 49 states is at least
prima facie troubling. Widman and Cox suggest that the record indicates a higher-than-usual
degree of cooperation between the Illinois attorney general’s office and federal officials, but
even if true for the narrow statutes studied, such a record is of little comfort when contemplating
the scope of potential enforcement under more recent legislation, particularly Dodd-Frank. That
Illinois in recent years has been rather well-known for hosting an aggressive plaintiffs’ bar allied
with elected state officials reinforces such concerns.

Among the most recent federal legislation creating concurrent state enforcement authority,
Dodd-Frank is unquestionably the most prone to potential abuse. To begin with, the statute’s
scope—comprising in essence the whole of the U.S. financial industry—is far broader than
consumer-protection statutes with concurrent enforcement authority to date.

In addition, the federal regulations for which state attorneys general have concurrent
enforcement authority under Dodd-Frank include those to be promulgated by the new Consumer

**Footnotes:**

45 See Widman & Cox, supra note 20, at 74.
46 See id. at 86.
Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), which is rather uniquely insulated from federal oversight: the agency’s budget is funded through the Federal Reserve’s *seignorage* outside of the congressional appropriations process and the agency is headed by a single director, serving five-year terms, who is not subject to removal by the President except for cause. Section 1031 of Dodd-Frank confers upon the CFPB authority to regulate acts and practices that are “abusive”—an expansion beyond traditional “unfair and deceptive”—which leaves open the possibility of broad regulations subject to multiple interpretations by state AGs. Complicating this concern, Dodd-Frank limits the ability of the CFPB to stop any state attorney enforcing a federal rule, regardless of whether the CFPB director disagrees with the state AG: under the statute, states’ obligations to the CFPB are limited to notice, and the agency’s legal authority is limited to the ability to remove litigation to federal court, be heard, and appeal. Of additional concern is the fact that Richard Cordray, President Obama’s current choice to head the agency through an asserted recess appointment, made extensive use of outside-counsel contingent-fee contracting during his recent service as Ohio’s attorney general, as discussed *supra*.

In short, the significant assignment to state attorneys general of concurrent enforcement authority over several sweeping new federal laws, without an express prohibition on contracting with private counsel on a contingent-fee basis in such enforcement, is deeply troubling.

### III. A Modest Proposal for Reform

The significant expansion of state attorneys’ general’s concurrent enforcement authority under new federal laws—including those with to-date-unknown regulations, such as Dodd-Frank—is of considerable concern, based on both the theoretical potential for abuse in contingent-fee contracts entered into between states and private counsel and the actual past practices of some state AGs in similar state-law litigation.

That state AGs might choose to enforce federal law by contracting out claims to private counsel on a contingent-fee basis creates the potential for the appearance of impropriety; exacerbates concerns about enforcement overreach, state-to-state variance in enforcement, and the inverted federalism through which a single state or a minority of states may impose regulatory rules nationwide; and generates a significant disconnect between federal and state enforcement norms, given the federal prohibition on outside contingent-fee counsel.

The concerns underlying Executive Order 13433—namely, “to ensure the integrity and effective supervision of the legal and expert witness services provided to or on behalf of the United States”—apply with no less force when enforcement authority is delegated to the states. Indeed,

---

48 *See* Dodd-Frank Act, § 1042(a)(1), 1042(a)(2)(B).
49 *See id.* at § 1042(b).
given the multiplicity of state-level enforcers and the fact that most state attorneys general are elected officials who raise money for their campaigns, the possibility that state attorneys general might contract with private counsel on a contingent-fee basis to enforce federal law generates substantially magnified risks of actions that are ineffective or lacking in integrity.

As such, Congress should consider the modest step of codifying Executive Order 13433 and extending its application to all state enforcement of federal law.

I welcome any questions.
APPENDIX

Trial Lawyers, Inc.: Attorneys General

A Report on the Alliance Between State AGs and the Plaintiffs’ Bar 2011

A Message from the Director

Personal-injury lawyers, collectively, are among the biggest of big businesses, so much so that we at the Manhattan Institute have dubbed them “Trial Lawyers, Inc.”[1] It’s no secret that this group of attorneys is a powerful political force, exerting pressure on legislators and elected judges alike.[2] Few realize, however, just how in bed the litigation industry is with the very officials we entrust to enforce the law itself—the attorneys general of the various states. In fact, our state attorneys general have become not just allies of the trial bar but, in many cases, indispensable to developing Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s new lines of business. State AGs make possible the payment of windfall fees to their allies in the plaintiffs’ bar, whose lawyers in turn gratefully fill the officials’ campaign coffers with a share of their easily obtained cash. This report tells the story of the questionable bargain between the trial bar and the states’ top law-enforcement officers.

In understanding just how and why state attorneys general work with the trial bar, it’s important to realize that, unlike the U.S. attorney general, who is appointed by and accountable to the president, most state attorneys general are answerable to no higher official, having been chosen by the public at large.[3] The statewide campaigns they wage demand rich war chests. Moreover, winners often use these positions as stepping stones—as in the cases of Rhode Island senator Sheldon Whitehouse; New York’s former governor, Eliot Spitzer; and Connecticut senator Richard Blumenthal[4]—requiring further financial support.

To subsidize their ambition, many state attorneys general have embraced the plaintiffs’ bar over the past two decades in a symbiotic relationship that has enriched each at the expense of the general public and the rule of law. The large-scale trend dates back to 1994, when Mississippi trial lawyer Richard Scruggs reached out to his state’s attorney general, Mike Moore, a fellow native of Scruggs’s hometown of Pascagoula.[5] Scruggs’s idea was to have Mississippi sue the
tobacco companies—and retain his own small firm to litigate the case. But that was not the nub of the problem, the dubious merits of the case aside. It lay in the fee arrangement: Scruggs and his firm would not get hourly fees, which would reflect the amount of work they performed—the normal arrangement between governments or companies and the private lawyers they retain. Instead, the Scruggs firm contracted for a share of the proceeds of the suit, through a contingency-fee arrangement roughly parallel to those regularly arranged between plaintiffs’ lawyers and private individuals, who tend to lack the up-front funds to pay lawyers by the hour.

States not only have such resources; they have the legal sophistication to determine whether a case under consideration has a chance of prevailing, unlike private citizens, who must turn to self-interested plaintiffs’ lawyers to make that evaluation.

When the smoke cleared, all 50 state AGs signed on to some version of Scruggs’s scheme. The money involved was so great that even AGs from tobacco-growing states felt pressure to come on board, so as to ensure that their citizens got “their share” of the proceeds. And under the contingency-fee arrangement, a significant portion of each state’s share went to the lawyers themselves. Scruggs himself took in over a billion dollars, and though he is now serving time in federal prison for attempting to bribe a judge in an unrelated case, the litigation business model that he developed lives on. Such arrangements undergird many of Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s most lucrative modern business lines, including litigation against pharmaceutical companies and shareholder lawsuits against companies for alleged securities fraud.

While the contracting out of the state’s business to plaintiffs’ lawyers for a share of the proceeds is the most obvious example of the unholy alliance between attorneys general and the trial bar, it is hardly the only way that lawyers benefit from friendly relations with states’ top prosecutors. Even if not contracted out to private lawyers on a contingency basis, civil lawsuits and criminal investigations launched by state AGs can offer handsome rewards to lawyers involved in parallel litigation—as highlighted in the recent firestorm over the huge out-of-state campaign-donation inflow, from tort lawyers and others, received by the nation’s longest-serving state attorney general, Tom Miller of Iowa, after he assumed control of multistate litigation over home foreclosures. Even when state lawsuits ultimately lose, attorneys general can drive up settlement values for private lawsuits alleging wrongdoing by businesses by placing the state government’s imprimatur on the legal theories floated. The ratchet effect that state AGs’ investigations can bring to civil lawsuits was highlighted powerfully in the cooperation between Scruggs and current Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood, who, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina filed lawsuits attacking insurance companies for simply insisting on the terms of their policies.
Notwithstanding the unsavory alliance between trial lawyers and state AGs, the overall civil-litigation landscape in America continues to improve. In 2009, the most recent year for which data are available, tort costs—measured as the sum of all payments in tort litigation paid to individuals and attorneys, plus administrative costs—fell as a percentage of the economy for the sixth consecutive year.[10] In a series of major decisions, the U.S. Supreme Court recently enforced a federal law upholding mandatory arbitration clauses, found that another federal law preempted state litigation related to injuries attributed to childhood vaccines, found that a federal regulatory scheme preempted state-led “public-nuisance” lawsuits trying to force the adoption of policies intended to combat global warming, and made it more difficult to assert speculative employment-discrimination class actions.[11] In addition, many states have enacted varieties of tort reform that seem to be paying dividends.[12]

Unfortunately, the tort reform record as it relates to reining in abusive state attorneys general is rather limited. Only ten states have enacted reforms similar to the American Legislative Exchange Council’s Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act, which mandates public disclosure of contractual relationships between private lawyers and states.[13] The degree of transparency of such arrangements in ten other states—Georgia, Idaho, Iowa, Michigan, Mississippi, Nebraska, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Vermont, and West Virginia—received failing grades from the American Tort Reform Association.[14] Clearly, state attorneys general are the outliers in a broad landscape of reform. Here’s hoping that this report can shed light on how state AGs work to further the trial bar’s agenda and how thoughtful reforms might counteract such trends.
INRODUCTION: TOBACCO
JUSTICE FOR HIRE
The Origins of the Trial Bar’s Cozy Relationship with State Attorneys General

By the 1990s, strong evidence had accumulated that smoking caused lung cancer, emphysema, and a host of other ailments. A string of sterner and sterner warnings from the U.S surgeon general’s office about cigarettes’ potential health effects had by then rendered tobacco companies \textit{persona non gratae}, and the marketing efforts of cigarette manufacturers mostly generated public scorn, particularly those that seemed to target minors.

Because evidence had begun to emerge that the companies had known of smoking’s dangers and addictiveness a good bit earlier than they’d let on, tobacco companies began to look like easy targets for litigation. Yet winning verdicts proved elusive. Under general tort-law principles, individual tort claimants cannot seek compensation for injuries caused by inherently dangerous products unless they were inadequately warned, but federally mandated warning labels had existed on every pack of cigarettes since the 1960s. Also, tobacco companies fiercely defended themselves against product liability actions, such that making individual smoking claims into class actions was usually impossible, since every person’s health profile and smoking history is so individual that those seeking to take legal action lack the “commonality” that members of class actions must have under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23.

Scruggs Hatches a Plan

In the face of these constraints, in 1994 Mississippi asbestos lawyer Richard “Dickie” Scruggs approached his state’s attorney general, Mike Moore, a fellow native of the small town of Pascagoula, with a scheme that would transform the relationship between state AGs and the plaintiffs’ bar. The legal theory concocted by Scruggs and Moore was ingenious: that tobacco companies were obliged to compensate the state for Medicaid expenses stemming from smoking-related injuries. Their reasoning was dubious, given authoritative estimates that states’ excise taxes on cigarettes exceeded the cost of treating smoking-related illnesses. Like the legal theory that Moore and Scruggs advanced in the tobacco litigation, its fee arrangement was both novel and dubious. Rather than paying outside counsel an hourly rate, as state prosecutors’ with insufficient internal manpower or expertise ordinarily do, Moore agreed to pay Scruggs and other retained private attorneys a \textit{contingency fee}—allocating to the lawyers for hire a share of the
state’s proceeds in any recovery. In the tobacco suits, several states’ settlements reimbursed lawyers at an effective rate of over $10,000 per hour[25]—up to $92,000 in Texas[26]—with over $30 billion going to private attorneys overall, and a reported $1.4 billion flowing to Scruggs individually.[27] Such unprecedented sums represent simply the enormous size of the settlements, rather than the volume of work performed.

The opportunity to score political points by taking on a reviled industry and to fill strained state coffers made followers of top state prosecutors nationwide: eventually, all 50 states signed on to the litigation and entered into a settlement agreement with cigarette manufacturers.[28] (Some state attorneys general went so far as to lobby their legislators to change existing law so that they and their states could get in on the deal.)(29)

Some of the money that flowed to private lawyers found its way back into the campaign chests of the state AGs who had hired them. Scruggs made the arrangement worth Moore’s while: he not only contributed more money to Moore’s campaign than anyone else but flew the attorney general to campaign stops in his private jet.[30] Similar tales abounded in other states, which typically hired local counsel to join the Scruggs effort. The attorney general of Kansas at the time, Carla Stovall, hired her former firm, Entz & Chanay, as “local counsel” in the settlement negotiations—and, later, received sizable campaign donations from her local colleagues.[31] In one extreme case, former Texas attorney general Dan Morales pled guilty to federal corruption charges for his role in attempting to offer a contract worth hundreds of millions of dollars in contingency fees to a plaintiffs’ bar ally and for converting campaign contributions to personal use.[32]

An Evolving Partnership

In the years since the tobacco litigation, contingency-fee arrangements of the sort concocted by Scruggs and Moore have come to define the relationship between state AGs and the trial bar. State attorneys general and their litigation-industry allies have continued to mine the Medicaid vein, outsourcing the people’s work to the plaintiffs’ bar in scores of health-care-related suits. The two financial collapses of the last decade or so have offered state AGs a host of opportunities to pursue related litigation and farm it out to Trial Lawyers, Inc., including shareholder lawsuits as well as others premised on various theories of consumer fraud. Though much of this litigation and enforcement has been at cross-purposes with federal schemes, some of it is actually being encouraged by federal lawmakers influenced by the trial bar to give state AGs the power to enforce new federal laws—in effect, creating a new revolving door of

Contingent Fees and Conflicts of Interest in State AG Enforcement of Federal Law
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litigation opportunity.

Moreover, state AGs have offered benefits to plaintiffs’ attorneys beyond providing employment and the potential for huge fees. In moving against companies both civilly and criminally—as Eliot Spitzer did against the financial sector a decade ago, as Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood did against insurance companies in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, and as Iowa attorney general Tom Miller is doing against the mortgage industry today—AGs place the state’s imprimatur on novel theories of corporate culpability and thus raise the value of legal claims.

The increasing value of state attorneys general to the private plaintiffs’ bar is strikingly shown by the growth in Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s contributions to the Democratic Attorneys General Association (DAGA) over the last several electoral cycles. Some Republican AGs have also shown a willingness to farm out the state’s work to private attorneys on a contingency-fee basis, among them former Alabama attorney general Troy King and former South Carolina attorney general Henry McMaster; and present South Carolina attorney general Alan Wilson, Utah attorney general Mark Shurtleff, and Virginia attorney general Ken Cuccinelli. Trial Lawyers, Inc. plays no favorites beyond a devotion to its own bottom line.

AN ETHICAL MORASS

The financing of private litigation by contingency fees—in which lawyers advance their legal services to plaintiffs in exchange for a share of any proceeds from a judgment or settlement—is standard American practice.[33] In the context of litigation on behalf of state governments, however, contracts paying private lawyers’ contingency fees raise a host of ethical quandaries.

To begin with, in many instances the lawsuits do not originate with the state officials; rather, private attorneys approach state attorneys general with ideas.[34] Thus, private individuals with their own economic interests are influencing state law-enforcement priorities. Moreover, much of the litigation farmed out on a contingency-fee basis arises not from a violation of a clear legislative command but from some regulatory impulse culminating in a financial penalty more like a tax or a fine than a payment of damages to an injured party. In essence, policymaking is being usurped by state attorneys general at the behest of self-interested private parties.
Although they style themselves instruments of the state and its policy goals, firms that enter into contingency-fee arrangements actually create conflicts between their otherwise legitimate desire to maximize financial returns and the state’s obligation to serve the general welfare, which often entails a balancing of interests and of short-term considerations against long-term ones. In many instances, state AGs essentially relinquish authority over the course of litigation to the private lawyers hired. The prospect of campaign contributions derived from the hard bargains that these private attorneys drive threatens to cloud at least some AGs’ consciousness of the public interest.

Even when some portion of the proceeds is dedicated to programs serving the public welfare—such as the smoking-cessation campaigns funded by the tobacco settlements—it has often been state AGs, rather than the legislature, who have decided, sometimes in concert with their litigation-industry attorneys, how such monies are to be allocated. Too often, the “charities” funded through such settlements have tended to benefit state AGs’ political careers—or the litigation interests of their outside counsel.[35]

Finally, the very size of the cases that AGs pursue with the help of plaintiffs’ lawyers guarantees that the fees collected will be disproportionate to the effort expended and will represent a huge diversion of funds that belong with the government, if they belong anywhere. As it happens, these sums too often go to AGs’ past and future campaign donors, creating at least the appearance of pernicious “pay to play” arrangements. Even so, a number of states have no formal process for overseeing private attorney contracts, and many state attorneys general have doled out work on a no-bid basis.[36]
PHARMACEUTICALS
FEEDING FRENZY
State Attorney Generals Serve Up Lunch for the Mass-Tort Bar

The state AGs’ strategy of enlisting contingency-fee lawyers to recoup states’ Medicaid expenses was subsequently extended to suits against pharmaceutical makers, mainly alleging that the companies were looting Medicaid through “price gouging” or the “improper marketing” of drugs, including the promotion of “off-label” uses not formally approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (see “What Are ‘Off-Label’ Drugs?” below).

McGraw Leads the Way

A pioneer in suing pharmaceutical companies, West Virginia attorney general Darrell McGraw and his allies in the litigation industry have taken full advantage of his state’s lenient attitude toward no-bid contracting. First elected in 1992, McGraw has actively courted an army of “special assistant” attorneys general, arguably in defiance of a West Virginia court’s holding that the state’s AG is unauthorized by either statute or the state constitution to make such agreements and a similar rebuke by the state’s auditor.[37]

McGraw’s best known case of parceling out the state’s business to Trial Lawyers, Inc., which spawned copycat cases nationwide, was filed in 2001 against Purdue Pharma, manufacturer of the painkiller Oxycontin, for allegedly “aggressive marketing” tactics that understated the drug’s risks.[38] To handle the case, McGraw hired four private firms that had given $47,500 to his campaigns. These firms garnered $3 million in fees out of an ultimate $10 million settlement.[39] McGraw also took the extraordinary step of deciding on his own to disburse the remaining funds—to various charitable causes of his choosing, including $500,000 to the University of Charleston’s pharmacy school[40]—rather than directing the money to the state’s general fund. In response, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services withheld $2,732,968 that it claimed it was owed as its share of the proceeds by West Virginia’s Department of Health and Human Resources. McGraw’s lawsuit, in short, led to a hole in his state’s budget. [41]
Defying efforts to rein him in, McGraw has continued to farm out the state’s mass-tort business against drug manufacturers to some of the very same law firms. One of them, Cook, Hall & Lampros, has led the state’s suits against Merck-Medco and Bank of America.[42] The firm has given $20,000 to McGraw’s campaigns since 2004 and is headed by the nephew by marriage of McGraw’s brother.[43] Another firm, DiTrapano, Barrett & DiPiero, has handled suits against Abbott Laboratories, Geneva Pharmaceuticals, Warrick Pharmaceuticals, and Dey Pharma, among others.[44] The DiTrapano firm has given McGraw $37,800 since 2004, about 8 percent of the $500,000 raised by McGraw over that time span.[45]

A JUDICIAL REBUKE

Although the Zyprexa lawsuit netted millions of dollars for aggressive state AGs and Trial Lawyers, Inc., it did not impress U.S. District Judge Jack Weinstein, of the Eastern District of New York, who oversaw much of the drug’s mass-tort litigation. Weinstein is well known for crafting mass-tort settlements, dating back to his handling of the Agent Orange litigation in the 1980s.[46] When faced with Mississippi’s Zyprexa suit, however, he not only tossed out all but one of Mississippi’s claims; he also lambasted the attorneys for their legal theory:

*If allowed to proceed in their entirety, the State’s claims could result in serious harm or bankruptcy for this defendant and the pharmaceutical industry generally. For the legal system to be used for this slash-and-burn style of litigation would arguably constitute an abuse of the legal process. Constitutional, statutory and common law rights of those injured to seek relief from the courts must be recognized. But courts cannot be used as an engine of an industry’s destruction.*[47]
private litigation alleging that Zyprexa caused individuals’ diabetes and obesity, Lilly has already settled with more than 31,000 claimants—out of the 20 million people who had used the drug worldwide at the time of suit—for a minimum of $1.2 billion.[48]

State attorneys general went after Lilly using a different theory, namely, that in promoting Zyprexa as a treatment for dementia in elderly patients, an off-label use that had not been specifically approved by the FDA, Lilly was illegally inflating sales and thus state medical costs.[49]

In 2008, Lilly settled with 33 states, for $62 million, in litigation spearheaded by Illinois attorney general Lisa Madigan.[50] (Though Lilly admitted no wrongdoing, it did disclose the identity of individuals to whom it had paid consulting or promotional speaking fees.) But 12 states decided not to join the settlement and instead filed their own suits, which sought higher payments. These were often farmed out to Trial Lawyers, Inc. Among the states to have settled individual Zyprexa suits to date are:

- Utah, settling for $24 million, with $4 million to private attorneys hired by Attorney General Mark Shurtleff;
- West Virginia, settling for $22 million, with $6.75 million to private attorneys hired by Attorney General Darrell McGraw;
- Louisiana, settling for $20 million, with $4 million to private attorneys hired by then–attorney general Charles Foti;
- Mississippi, settling for $18.5 million, with $3.7 million to private attorneys hired by Attorney General Jim Hood;
- Arkansas, settling for $18.5 million, with $2.78 million to private attorneys hired by Attorney General Dustin McDaniel; and
- New Mexico, settling for $15.5 million, with $5.4 million to private attorneys hired by former attorney general Patricia Madrid.[51]

A leading law firm handling the Zyprexa litigation for several states, including Mississippi and Arkansas, was the Texas firm Bailey Perrin Bailey. The firm donated $75,000 to Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood’s reelection campaign and $70,000 to the Arkansas Democratic Party.[54] Bailey Perrin was not involved in the Louisiana or New Mexico Zyprexa lawsuits. (The firms representing them did give generously to those states’ attorneys general, however—including $55,000 given by Santa Fe law firm Heard Robins Cloud & Lubel to the election campaign of New Mexico attorney general Gary King.)[55] But Bailey Perrin did represent Louisiana and New Mexico in similar litigation involving Janssen Pharmaceuticals’
antipsychotic drug Risperdal, and the Louisiana lawsuit scored a $258 million verdict at trial.[56] (The firm donated $20,000 to a political action committee that supported Louisiana attorney general Buddy Caldwell’s campaign, and $50,000 and $25,000 to current and former New Mexico attorneys general King and Madrid, respectively.[57] In addition, one of the firm’s name lawyers, Kenneth Bailey, gave $85,000 to the Democratic Attorneys General Association, which spent hundreds of thousands backing both Caldwell’s and King’s candidacy.))[58]

WHAT ARE “OFF-LABEL” DRUGS?

Off-label prescriptions of drugs are those written for the treatment of ailments or conditions beyond those for which the product was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. Only approved uses are listed on the label. However, drug companies may sell drugs for off-label uses, since all drugs approved for sale have undergone large-scale clinical trials that have established their safety.[52] (Possible side effects are also listed, but these can occur in patients who are taking the drugs for approved uses as well as in patients who are not.) Given the cost and time-consuming nature of the approval process, drug manufacturers typically do not submit new uses of already approved medications for full FDA review after the drug has been marketed and physicians have begun prescribing it for other ailments. But such uses are regularly studied in the medical literature, and such studies often reveal a broader spectrum of ailments against which the drug in question is effective than what the limited scope of clinical trials was able to reveal.[53] Off-label drug prescriptions constitute a large percentage of all pharmaceutical sales nationwide and likely contribute to public health.

Alabama’s Crimson Tide of Pharma Suits

Although Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s state attorney general allies are usually Democrats, litigation opportunity counts for more with the plaintiffs’ bar than political affiliation does. Consider former Alabama attorney general Troy King, a Republican whose campaign profited handsomely from the political largesse of the influential law firm Beasley Allen—and hired the Montgomery firm to help lead a suit against 73 pharmaceutical companies over Medicaid reimbursements.[59]
The Alabama litigation, which is similar to that initiated by Kentucky attorney general Jack Conway and others, alleges that pharmaceutical companies have been “gouging” the state by recommending “average wholesale prices” (AWP) to pharmacists, which, the state argued, inflated its Medicaid bills. Like the Zyprexa lawsuits that actually went to trial, the Alabama AWP lawsuits that did so have not ultimately fared well. After juries awarded verdicts of $215 million, $33 million, and $80.9 million against AstraZeneca, Novartis, and GlaxoSmithKline, respectively, the companies pressed their cases on appeal, and the Alabama Supreme Court threw out these awards in their entirety.[60] According to the court, there was nothing preventing Alabama from negotiating its own pricing with the companies, and “[t]he State failed to produce substantial evidence that it reasonably relied on the misrepresentations and/or fraudulent suppression it alleged.”[61]

Notwithstanding this rebuke, the private firms hired by Alabama stand to profit handsomely from the AWP litigation. Rather than risk trial, a number of the other companies that were sued decided to settle the case in 2008 for $35 million, with $8.7 million going to the law firms for fees and expenses; a subsequent settlement in 2009 with still more companies came to $89 million, with $12 million reserved for the private attorneys.[62]

The evidence seems to suggest that at least some of these attorneys were also generous donors on behalf of Troy King’s political interests. Alabama’s permissive campaign-finance disclosure rules allow donors to filter donations through political action committees, but the American Tort Reform Association (ATRA) examined the money trail in detail and concluded that Beasley Allen played a big role in bankrolling King: according to ATRA’s report, Beasley Allen and its lawyers donated over $760,000 to eight separate PACs from 2006 through 2010, and these same PACs in turn gave $240,000 to support King’s campaign.[63] (The Beasley Allen firm is led by longtime personal-injury kingpin Jere Beasley, who, before achieving national prominence as a plaintiffs’ lawyer, served as the state’s attorney general, under Governor George Wallace.)
SECURITIES AND FINANCE
CASHING IN
Securities Firms Pony Up Big Dollars to State Attorney General Allies

The bread and butter of Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s class-action line of business is lawsuits premised on “securities fraud,” that is, suits alleging that a drop in a company’s share price was caused by some fraud—usually, a failure to disclose material information to all shareholders—on the part of management. By stringing together thousands, or millions, of shareholders, lawyers are able to drive a hard bargain with companies, which pay hefty sums to make avaricious attorneys go away.

Unlike most tort litigation, shareholder suits originate under federal securities law. State-employee pension funds have emerged as the dominant force behind such suits, largely as an unintended consequence of a federal lawsuit reform passed in 1995, the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA) (see “Unintended Consequences Empower State Attorneys General” below). Because state attorneys general are, at least in some states, vested with authority to file suit on state-employee funds’ behalf—and to select private attorneys to manage the cases—the PSLRA was, along with the tobacco litigation, a key driver of trial lawyer–attorney general collaboration at the beginning.

But even state AGs who do not or cannot instigate such suits on behalf of their state’s pension funds can raise the value of private claims by taking aggressive actions purporting to enforce regulatory or criminal violations. Little wonder that securities-class-action plaintiffs’ firms have become among the litigation industry’s most enthusiastic sponsors of state attorney general campaigns.

The Class Action Cash Machine

When Marc Dann ran for attorney general of Ohio in 2006, his campaign promised plaintiffs’ firms that he would bring new shareholder suits if elected.[64] Plaintiffs’ firms responded enthusiastically, with out-of-state securities firms dropping almost $60,000 into his war chest.[65] Dann made good on his promise by contracting with some of the firms that contributed to his campaign. Those firms filed four securities lawsuits on behalf of Ohio’s state pension funds.[66]
Dann resigned from office after only 18 months, having become embroiled in a sex scandal involving female staffers and campaign funds,[67] but his sue-happy policies intensified under his successor, Richard Cordray, who contracted with private law firms to bring at least six more securities class action lawsuits for state pension funds.[68] The Ohio legislature tried to block such behavior by passing a law forbidding any firm to enter into business dealings with the state if it had donated over $2,000 to the campaign of an official with oversight of the contract in question,[69] but the courts struck it down.[70] Even before that judicial action, however, Trial Lawyers, Inc. found a way around the law: plaintiffs’ attorneys poured their money into the Ohio Democratic Party,[71] which, in turn, backed Cordray’s candidacy. In 2007 and 2008, out-of-state plaintiffs’ firms donated $830,000 to the Ohio Democratic Party, led by the New York firms Kaplan Fox & Kilsheimer and Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann—both shareholder-class-action specialists—which contributed $270,000 and $175,000, respectively.[72]

Far from limiting itself to Ohio, Bernstein Litowitz was also the biggest contributor to the DAGA from 2003 to 2010, giving $275,150 to bolster the cause of aspiring AGs (see graph). The firm also made direct contributions to state AG candidates, sometimes with eyebrow-raising timing. Between February 14 and February 17, 2006, Douglas McKeige and four other Bernstein Litowitz partners gave a combined $25,000 to Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood’s reelection campaign.[77] In short order—between February 21 and March 14—Hood entered into signed contracts hiring Bernstein Litowitz on a contingency-fee basis to lead securities-fraud lawsuits on behalf of Mississippi, against Converium Holding AG, the Delphi Corporation, and the Mills Corporation, with McKeige appointed as Mississippi’s special assistant attorney general for the cases.[78] On May 17 of the same year, Hood again contracted with Bernstein Litowitz on a contingency-fee basis to sue UnitedHealth Group for alleged securities fraud, this time deputizing firm partners Chad Johnson and Gerald Silk;[79] the following year, Johnson, Silk, and other Bernstein Litowitz partners donated thousands of dollars more to Hood’s campaign.[80]

*****************************************************************

UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES EMPOWER STATE ATTORNEYS GENERAL

Scholars have long understood that the merits matter little in determining settlement values for securities-class-action lawsuits:[73] with sky-high discovery costs and potential damages in the
billions for large companies, securities claims almost always settle.[74] Moreover, in the 1980s and early 1990s, securities-law practice was known for its “race to the courthouse door”: despite there being thousands upon thousands of shareholders in the companies being pursued, big securities plaintiffs’ firms called upon the same stable of plaintiffs, with ready-made complaints, to try to file a case first and grab control of a lucrative business opportunity.[75] In 1995, Congress passed a law intended to clean up the securities-litigation business: the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act (PSLRA), which raised the threshold for pleading one’s initial case and ended the race to the courthouse by ordering judges to determine the lead plaintiff not on the basis of who filed first but rather who was claiming to have lost the most.[76]

While the PSLRA did work to weed out the most abusive securities-class-action suits, it also created a new avenue for state AGs to work with their Trial Lawyers Inc. allies. By enabling the largest investors in the market to control litigation, the statute effectively gave states and their public-employee pension funds—the largest investors in the marketplace—the levers to control the litigation industry’s lucrative securities-suit business line. And in states with cooperative rules, state AGs emerged as the real kingmakers.

*******************************************************************

It’s Not Only Fee-for-Hire

Even in states such as New York and California, in which it is officials other than the AG who decide whether to file suit on behalf of public-employee pension funds, securities law firms have an interest in supporting AGs who take an aggressive stance toward companies whose dealings might be the basis for a securities-fraud class-action suit. When former New York attorney general Eliot Spitzer launched an aggressive campaign against a virtual who’s who of companies in the financial sector, he not only arrogated to himself broad national regulatory powers but also facilitated private securities-fraud class actions against the same firms that he was chasing under civil and criminal theories: merely by announcing an investigation with a fraud allegation, an attorney general like Spitzer drives down share prices—and generates a shareholder cause of action in the process.[84] (Spitzer’s weapon of choice was New York’s decades-old Martin Act, which predates the creation of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and vests the attorney general with sweeping but, until Spitzer, unused authority over securities markets.)

The year 2010 offered up a case study in just this effect, when Iowa attorney general Tom Miller—the nation’s longest-serving attorney general—launched an investigation of various
lenders and their housing foreclosure practices. On September 24, Miller announced an initial investigation of Ally Financial, an automobile mortgage lender affiliated with General Motors, followed within two weeks by expanded inquiries into Bank of America and JPMorgan Chase.85 Miller announced that he was coordinating his investigation with other state AGs, and on October 13, he formally assumed control of a 50-state AG action.[86] Between then and election day, the money poured in—with $338,223 in campaign contributions arriving in just three weeks.[87] From September 30 through the election, Miller received over $170,000 from out-of-state law firms—both plaintiffs’ and defense firms[88]—more than twice his out-of-state lawyer support during the rest of the fund-raising cycle,[89] including donations from plaintiffs’-side securities law firms Kirby McInerney ($25,000), Kaplan Fox ($11,000), and Milberg LLP ($7,500), each of which is involved in its own private mortgage-related suit, although independently of the state AGs.[90]

**********

DELEGATES OF THE FEDS?

State attorney general actions, from securities suits to Eliot Spitzer’s investigations to Tom Miller’s multistate inquiry, have not only misallocated funds that are rightly either companies’ or the public’s; they have often seized effective regulatory control over a stream of national commerce. Invariably, the most aggressive attorneys general drive policy—and other AGs are impelled to sign up or face being excluded from negotiations, and thus a share of the settlement proceeds.

Unfortunately, such “reverse federalism” is now being pushed by the federal government itself, at least in the financial sector. In July 2011, the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), created by the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial reform law, assumed control of national consumer financial regulations previously vested variously with the Federal Reserve, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, the Office of Thrift Supervision, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, and the Federal Trade Commission.[81] Dodd-Frank expressly gives state AGs power to enforce state laws against national banks, as well as to enforce federal laws against state and federally chartered banks alike.[82] State AGs will be, in essence, the new federal law’s enforcement arm—a role sure to be strengthened under the leadership of President Obama’s pick for CFPB director, Richard Cordray, who regularly contracted with private law firms to file securities-class-action suits when he was Ohio AG.[83]
PUBLIC NUISANCE
MAKING A NUISANCE
State Attorneys General and Trial Lawyers, Inc. Twist an Ancient Doctrine into a New Profit Center

Not all the lawsuits launched by the Trial Lawyers, Inc.–state AG partnership allege fraud, as, for example, do those complaining of the padding of Medicaid bills or the failure of companies in which state pension funds have invested to disclose material information. Other classes of lawsuits allege instead a more direct tort—public nuisance—that, when they are successful, assign to state attorneys general and their allies in the plaintiffs’ bar sweeping regulatory powers unbounded by statute.

The old tort of “public nuisance” is a relic of the criminal law dating from the era preceding the rise of the regulatory state (see below “An Ancient Writ Reborn”). A matter of strict liability—that is, not requiring a showing of fault—the public-nuisance tort was used in olden days to attack obstruction of public roads and waterways, limit noise and air pollution, and even go after public immorality. The scope of the tort is thus vast, applying in modern times to any “significant interference with the public health, the public safety, the public peace, the public comfort or the public convenience.”[91]

The Emergence of Modern Public-Nuisance Litigation

Though the traditional public-nuisance tort was used injunctively—to halt a course of conduct, not to extract money damages—contemporary applications have sought to require private parties accused of creating a nuisance to pay for the public costs of “abating” the harm. An early example of such an application came in the 1980s, when a federal court allowed state and federal governments to bring a public-nuisance action against Hooker Chemical for the costs of abating toxic exposure in the “Love Canal” section of Niagara Falls, New York.[92] The large-scale Love Canal episode—which inspired federal Superfund legislation—would prove somewhat anomalous, however, since courts generally continued to reject public-nuisance claims that closely resembled product-liability actions initiated by parties other than the affected landowners.[93]

The public-nuisance doctrine resurfaced, however, during the Scruggs-Moore lawsuits against tobacco companies, which, in addition to seeking compensation for Medicaid costs, alleged that
tobacco companies had created a public nuisance. Since the suits settled, this contention has never been tested, except in one Texas case, where it failed.[94] Still, the financial and policy successes of the tobacco claims and the open-ended nature of public-nuisance law offered an avenue of opportunity to Trial Lawyers, Inc. and its political allies.

AN ANCIENT WRIT REBORN

The long-standing “nuisance” tort, dating to 12th-century England,[95] originated as a criminal cause of action brought by the king of England to police infringements on his own lands or public roads or waterways.[96] In its earliest days, nuisance actions substituted for a general “police power” and came to include such disparate actions as public embezzlement, abetting a murderer, and selling impure foods.[97] For four centuries, nuisance remained a flexible doctrine—but enforceable only by the crown, making it nothing less than a crime.

In 1535, a nuisance tort enforceable by private parties was proposed in a judicial dissent,[98] and sometime later embraced by treatise makers. To bring a private right of action for damages, an individual had to suffer “special” or “particular” injuries different from those of the general public. Notably, nuisance law was linked to land and protected the rights of landowners against offensive odors, sounds, or emissions. Individual plaintiffs could recover only monetary damages, with the provision of injunctive relief left to government authorities, under the older public-nuisance doctrine.

As imported into early America, public-nuisance law was used by the state to protect public waterways and highways, but gradually came to be adopted as an early mechanism for policing establishments perceived as a threat to public morals—from taverns to gambling establishments to “houses of ill repute.” With industrialization, public-nuisance law functioned as an early mechanism for controlling noise and air pollution.

The use of the nebulous and undefined public-nuisance tort waned with the rise of the regulatory state, as specific statutes targeted “public” offenses and supplanted ad hoc judicial remedies. By the time of the New Deal, public nuisance was such “a footnote”[99] in the law of tort that it was unmentioned in the 1939 version of the Restatement of Torts, published by the American Law
Institute (ALI), a widely heeded legal research and reform organization.[100]

Public nuisance was not, however, to be relegated to the dustbin of history. In the drafting of the Second Restatement of Torts of the 1960s, the particular scholars enlisted by the ALI didn’t, in many instances, merely assess the current state of the law but looked into ways of expanding liability. In this atmosphere of receptivity, environmental activists—before the Environmental Protection Agency had been established—pressed the ALI’s scholars to reinvigorate and expand public-nuisance law to encompass their concerns.[101]

Such activists were initially turned back by the principal drafter of the Restatement, William Prosser, who, despite being an advocate for expanded liability, thought that tort cases resting on a theory of public nuisance should be limited to circumstances giving rise to criminal charges.[102] But activists later persuaded the ALI’s scholars to reconsider public-nuisance doctrine and eventually wound up with relatively broad and ambiguous language defining the tort as “an unreasonable interference with a right common to the general public” that “involves a significant interference with the public health, the public safety, the public peace, the public comfort or the public convenience,” regardless of whether such “public nuisance” was already prohibited by a regulation or statute.[103]

The Broad Sweep of Modern Public Nuisance

After the tobacco litigation, the first major suits filed against product manufacturers under a public-nuisance theory were those against gun manufacturers. These cases were largely spearheaded by big-city mayors beyond the influence of the National Rifle Association, but they were also joined by attorneys general. The lawsuits claimed that gun manufacturers’ sales practices abetted a black market in illegal guns that facilitated crime, but the theory was rejected by most, if not all, courts[104] before Congress nullified such claims with the Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act of 2005.[105]

The next major wave of public-nuisance torts led by AGs involved “abatement costs” for removing paint containing lead. The first such suit was formulated by Motley Rice attorney Jack McConnell, a veteran of the tobacco litigation, in cooperation with the then–attorney general of
Rhode Island, Sheldon Whitehouse, and launched against private paint companies in 1999 (see below “Painting Influence”). Like similarly inspired cases, the claim was hollow: because lead can cause neurological damage in children, sale of lead-based paint was banned by federal law beginning in 1978; paint companies, of their own accord, had largely relegated its sale to specified outdoor use beginning in 1955. The Rhode Island Supreme Court ultimately threw out a $3 billion verdict against the paint companies, holding that public-nuisance theory was improperly applied, but similar lawsuits are still being litigated elsewhere; some state supreme courts—notably, Wisconsin’s—have viewed lead-paint public-nuisance suits more favorably.

Public-nuisance suits have formed the basis of much of the states’ modern environmental litigation[109]—not all involving contingency-fee contracts but all potentially benefiting Trial Lawyers, Inc. It remains to be seen just how indulgent courts will be toward environment-based public-nuisance theories. The U.S. Supreme Court struck a blow for common sense this summer when it unanimously threw out another multistate public-nuisance suit filed by state attorneys general against energy companies, which they sought to blame for global warming.[110] Nevertheless, the Court’s rationale was rather narrow, holding merely that the federal Clean Air Act’s designation of the Environmental Protection Agency as the body with the authority to regulate carbon emissions that may cause global warming displaced the federal common law of public nuisance. Whether courts will employ a similar logic to upset state common-law public-nuisance actions by finding that federal law preempts state actions in other areas of environmental concern awaits further litigation.

*******************************************************************

PAINTING INFLUENCE

It is common practice for federal judges to be nominated to the bench based on political connections. But it is rare for such judges to be major donors and fund-raisers for political campaigns: since 1993, a total of 68 of President Obama’s first 69 judicial nominees averaged $3,371 in total political contributions, based on Federal Election Commission records.[106] The 69th judicial nominee, Jack McConnell, is of a different mold. The former chairman of the Rhode Island Democratic Party, McConnell gave $253,660 to federal candidates directly (all but $2,000 to Democrats), and he and his family members gave over $550,000 to federal candidates and committees and a reported $700,000 to political campaigns overall.[107]
McConnell, you see, is a rich man, owing to his career as a plaintiffs’ lawyer working hand in hand with state attorneys general. Over the next 15 years, McConnell stands to receive $2.5 million to $3.1 million annually from proceeds of the multistate tobacco settlement, in which he and his law partners in what is now the Motley Rice law firm teamed with Dickie Scruggs.[108] McConnell followed up his tobacco work with a similar, public-nuisance-based lawsuit on behalf of Rhode Island seeking to force paint companies, which had stopped producing paint containing lead in 1978, to pay for the costs of removing old paint from private homes around the state. The Rhode Island attorney general who hired McConnell to lead the lead-paint suit, Democrat Sheldon Whitehouse, was subsequently elected the state’s U.S. senator. McConnell was confirmed to the federal bench in spring 2011.
The litigation industry doesn’t need contingency-fee arrangements to benefit from its closeness to legal officers. After 2005’s Hurricane Katrina, the tobacco lawsuits’ Dickie Scruggs teamed up with Mississippi’s current attorney general, Jim Hood—whom we’ve already seen to be a big player in pharmaceutical and securities litigation—in what amounted to an attempt to strong-arm insurance companies handling residents’ hurricane-injury claims. The litigation spurred by Katrina ultimately led to disbarment and federal prison for Scruggs and fellow Mississippi plaintiffs’ lawyer Joey Langston, Hood’s top two campaign contributors, who were caught up in a judicial bribery probe. Hood was not implicated in that scandal, but his partnership with Scruggs and other private counsels in the Katrina lawsuits nevertheless imperiled the rule of law itself.

Scruggs Fights to Rewrite Insurance Contracts

In the wake of Hurricane Katrina, many residents of the Gulf States faced a very difficult situation: their homes had been destroyed, but they lacked flood insurance to pay for the damage. Unlike claims stemming from death, car crashes, and medical injuries, which typically arise episodically, harms arising from floods and other large-scale natural catastrophes often arise simultaneously and in the hundreds or thousands, making insurance companies reluctant to write policies against them. Thus, standard homeowners’ insurance contracts contain provisions excluding coverage for floods, which homeowners must acquire separately through a federally backed program.[111] Moreover, these standard contracts typically contain language specifying that damage caused by flooding and other natural events arising concurrently—such as wind—is excluded from coverage.[112]

Notwithstanding the “anti-concurrent” language, insurers were lenient in handling Katrina-related claims,[113] typically honoring claims in which the damage had more than one cause, even if one of those causes was flooding.[114] Insurers, however, were loath to honor policies with riders that explicitly excluded flood coverage in cases where flooding was the only cause of damage.[115] Soon enough, a coalition of lawyers dubbed the “Scruggs Katrina Group”[116] challenged the insurers’ decisions not to pay homeowners with flood-damaged properties.
Scruggs Enlists Hood

As documents in subsequent and parallel litigation revealed (see below “‘Whistleblower’ Litigation Brings Mischief to Light”), there was a high degree of coordination between lawyers for the Scruggs Katrina Group and lawyers working for the Mississippi attorney general’s office. According to deposition testimony by David Lee Harrell, Mississippi’s deputy insurance commissioner, Scruggs met with officials in the state insurance department in December 2005 to discuss the Katrina litigation and told them that “he was going to work it the same way he and [former Mississippi attorney general] Mike Moore worked the tobacco case.”[117] The insurance commissioner balked at cooperating with Scruggs, according to Harrell, but Scruggs found a more willing ally in Attorney General Hood. Incredibly, according to Harrell’s deposition testimony, Hood had brought in former attorney general Moore to “assist” with the grand jury investigation, while Moore was simultaneously working with Scruggs on the civil litigation.[118] The AG’s staff and Scruggs’s attorneys well understood the intersection of Hood’s criminal inquiries with the private litigation: according to a Scruggs Katrina Group engineer’s notes of a conversation between Scruggs lawyers and Special Assistant Attorney General Courtney Schloemer, the parties “agreed that a criminal conviction could help civil cases.”[121] Hood’s office was so enmeshed with Scruggs’s litigation team that U.S. District Judge William Acker derided Hood as “a so-called law enforcement official” and said that Mississippi’s attorney general was such a “close confidant,” “friend,” and “associate” of Scruggs that Hood could be deemed a “co-conspirator” and “aider and abettor” in Scruggs’s effort to avoid a judicial order to turn over documents.[122]

“WHISTLEBLOWER” LITIGATION BRINGS MISCHIEF TO LIGHT

The evidence documenting the collaboration of Dickie Scruggs and Attorney General Jim Hood surfaced in litigation brought by E. A. Renfroe, an insurance adjuster hired by State Farm to evaluate Katrina claims. In June 2006, two sisters who worked for Renfroe, Kerri Rigsby and Cori Rigsby Moran, funneled documents to both Hood and the Scruggs Katrina Group, which launched a public-relations blitz hailing the sisters as “whistleblowers” and landing them in front of TV cameras, including those of the ABC news show 20/20. The sisters were subsequently hired by the Scruggs Katrina Group at annual salaries of $150,000 each.[119]

Nothing suggests that the Rigsby sisters’ motives in coming forward were anything but pure, but when Renfroe sued its former workers for violating the terms of their employment contracts and
sought to obtain any documents that the sisters had turned over to Scruggs and Hood, the cooperation between Scruggs and Hood came to light. Scruggs actually drew a contempt citation from federal judge William Acker, who was overseeing the case, when he turned the documents over to Hood rather than Renfroe as Judge Acker had ordered; Hood was actively trying to block the release of all documents in question, by arguing that they were part of his criminal investigation.[120]

******************************************************************************

A Semi-Happy Ending

At the end of the day, the Fifth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals disagreed with Scruggs’s theory and gave force to the insurance policies’ exclusion of water damage.[123] But by that point, the damage was done: a multimillion-dollar public-relations barrage, early punitive damage awards (later reversed),[124] and, critically, the energetic assistance of the attorney general, having pressured insurers to settle with the Scruggs Katrina Group. Under pressure from both Scruggs and Hood, State Farm, the region’s largest home insurer, initially offered to settle with both the private and government parties for $130 million.[125]

The fact that State Farm and other insurers were essentially vindicated in court and that homeowners with valid claims were overwhelmingly paid should not obscure the tens of millions of dollars in legal fees expended in litigation as well as the threat to contract law in Mississippi, even if it was eventually rebuffed. Dickie Scruggs was imprisoned and disbarred for his role in attempting to bribe a judge overseeing the dispute over contingency fees involved in the case. But Jim Hood remains the attorney general of Mississippi.
LEADERSHIP TEAM

Many of the "leaders" among the state attorneys general allied with Trial Lawyers, Inc. went on to higher office—among them California's Jerry Brown, New York's Eliot Spitzer, Rhode Island's Sheldon Whitehouse, and Connecticut's Richard Blumenthal. The following state AGs have shown themselves to be among the friendliest to the plaintiffs' bar's litigation agenda:

Buddy Caldwell
Louisiana

Although Louisiana technically prohibits the state from hiring outside counsel on a contingency-fee basis, Caldwell has continued the practice of his predecessor, Charles Foti, in seeking to work around (and persuade the legislature to reverse) the law; he parceled out the state's lawsuits over the Gulf oil spill to plaintiffs' firms that had collectively donated $145,000 to his campaign.[126]

Richard Cordray
Federal

Former Ohio AG Cordray, who aggressively contracted out the state's securities-litigation business with law firms that had donated generously to his campaign, was recently nominated by President Obama to head the new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. Under Dodd-Frank, Cordray will have substantial latitude to work with his former state AG cohorts and friends in the litigation industry.[127]

Jim Hood
Mississippi

Federal judge Jack Weinstein lambasted Hood for his "slash-and-burn style of litigation" against Eli Lilly. Hood also made news by hiring firms that had donated to his campaigns to file shareholder suits. And in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, he teamed with tobacco lawyer Richard Scruggs to challenge the enforceability of private contracts with insurers.[128]
Gary King

New Mexico

Continuing the path trod by his predecessor, Patricia Madrid, King retained the powerful Bailey Perrin firm of Texas on a no-bid, contingency-fee contract to sue Janssen Pharmaceuticals over the off-label marketing of its antipsychotic drug Risperdal—after receiving $50,000 from the firm for his election campaign.[129]

Darrell McGraw

West Virginia

Beginning with the multistate tobacco litigation brought by the states, McGraw has made a habit of offering no-bid contracts to plaintiffs' lawyers—in suits against pharmaceutical manufacturers, credit-card companies, and even, incredibly, his own state's Bureau of Employment Programs.[130]

Tom Miller

Iowa

America's longest-serving state attorney general, Miller has generally kept a fairly low profile—until recently, when he assumed control of the state lawsuits challenging mortgage foreclosures, after which fresh wads of out-of-state cash flowed into his campaign coffers.[131]

Mark Shurtleff

Utah

Utah's long-serving Republican attorney general has made it standard practice to hire plaintiffs' firms on a contingency-fee basis; the Steele & Biggs firm, which was awarded over $4 million in a settlement with Eli Lilly over its marketing of the drug Zyprexa, was hired by Shurtleff after donating $58,000 to his campaign—and hiring his daughter to work as a paralegal on Zyprexa cases.[132]
William Sorrell

Vermont

Shortly after he was appointed by then-governor Howard Dean in 1997, Sorrell pushed a bill through the legislature that retroactively changed Vermont law to allow the state to join suits against tobacco companies. Sorrell has subsequently signed his state on to misguided suits like the one targeting energy companies for global warming.[133]
CONCLUSION
A PATH FORWARD
Disclosure and Oversight a Key to Reforming Trial Lawyer–Attorney General Corruption

The giant windfall contingency fees given to lawyers in state-contracted mass-tort and class-action lawsuits have emerged as a major profit center for Trial Lawyers, Inc. Moreover, the fact that these windfall fees have often been subsequently diverted to the political campaigns of the state attorneys general who chose the lawyers and blessed the litigation creates at least an appearance of impropriety. To put a stop to such conflicts of interest and the appearance of self-dealing, states need to place restrictions on AGs’ discretion in jobbing out state business, and they need to review laws that give AGs a putative basis for such overreaching. As the body with jurisdiction over interstate commerce, Congress also has a role to play in ensuring that state attorneys general are not perversely preemptsing federal regulatory schemes.

Reforming Contingency-Fee Contracts

In 2011, the legislatures of Arizona and Indiana curtailed the ability of their respective attorneys general to enter into contingency-fee arrangements with private attorneys, becoming the ninth and tenth states to adopt versions of the Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act (see below “Sunshine Is the Best Disinfectant”), model legislation developed by the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), an organization that advances conservative and free-market reforms to state legislators around the nation.[134] As the term “sunshine” would imply, Indiana’s newly enacted law requires contingency-fee contracts to be posted on state websites within 15 days of execution and requires the AG to make a full formal report of such contracts to the legislature to facilitate lawmakers’ oversight. ALEC’s model bill also calls for competitive bidding. Other model laws, such as the Attorney General Transparency Code, developed by the American Tort Reform Association (ATRA),[135] and the State Attorney General Code of Conduct, developed by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s Institute for Legal Reform (ILR),[136] join ALEC in calling for competitive bidding, full disclosure of contracts to the public at large, and legislative oversight. The ILR’s Code of Conduct would limit contingency-fee arrangements to debt collection and other exercises of the state’s proprietary, as distinct from police, power.

According to ATRA, which rates states that have enacted their own versions of the Sunshine Act as well as those that have not, none in the first group merited a grade lower than C.[137] Some
states without a Sunshine Act scored an A or a B (see chart), owing to general contracting rules or practices adopted by attorneys general without a legislative mandate. Maryland’s attorney general, Doug Gansler, for instance, deposits any litigation proceeds in the state’s general fund unless otherwise directed by court order—one reason his state earned a B without a Sunshine Act. ATRA gave Washington State a B as well, despite its lack of sunshine legislation, in part because of AG Rob McKenna’s regular practice of giving the legislature detailed reports on contingency-fee contracts.

Non-Contingency-Fee Issues

While contingency-fee arrangements can both reflect and promote collusion between state attorneys general and the plaintiffs' bar, AGs also have other methods at hand for doing so. As noted in the ILR’s Code of Conduct, state AGs can severely prejudice defendants’ cases with their public statements. Former New York attorney general Eliot Spitzer tended to try cases in the media—driving down share values of the companies he was targeting, for example, and building public pressure on companies to settle. In general, state AGs should refrain from potentially prejudicial public comment.

Also, the threat of criminal process can be used to drive up the value of civil actions, much as Mississippi AG Jim Hood’s threatened criminal actions drove up the value of private attorney Dickie Scruggs’s civil actions in post-Katrina litigation. Generally, when other types of attorneys make criminal threats to obtain leverage in a civil proceeding, it is an ethical violation, and it should be deemed one for attorneys general as well.

Finally, state legislatures should examine the ways in which existing laws enable attorneys general to abuse their power. State consumer-fraud statutes, or open-ended vehicles such as New York’s Martin Act,[139] which do not demand a showing that someone relied on the fraud being alleged and was injured by it—an essential feature of common-law fraud cases—unleash aggressive AGs and victimize defendants.[140] Many modern criminal statutes, in fact, dispense altogether with the traditional demand for a showing of criminal intent, or mens rea.[141] And in many states, corporations can be held liable, criminally as well as civilly, for the actions of lower-level employees, even if those employees acted contrary to express corporate policy.[142] Such erosions of time-honored, common-law due process should be reversed.
SUNSHINE IS THE BEST DISINFECTANT

The Private Attorney Retention Sunshine Act,[138] developed by the American Legislative Exchange Council, calls for the following reforms of states’ attorney-contracting practices:

**Competitive Bidding.** The Sunshine Act requires competitive bidding for contingency-fee contracts. Competitive-bidding requirements are generally more effective than prohibitions on contracting with firms that have donated to an AG’s political campaign, since contributors can easily evade such prohibitions by funneling their contributions through political action committees like the Democratic Attorneys General Association. Some states enacting this provision have insisted on competitive bidding only above a certain dollar threshold; Arizona, for instance, calls for an open, competitive bidding process whenever fees are expected to exceed $100,000.

**Legislative Oversight.** The Sunshine Act requires legislative oversight over all contingency-fee contracts in which the expected contract value exceeds $1 million. This provision is intended to ensure that the legislature retains control over its public-policy prerogatives.

**Fee Standards.** The Sunshine Act asks attorneys expecting contingency fees to document the hours they worked. The contingency fee they ultimately receive may not exceed the total number of hours they worked on the matter multiplied by $1,000, the maximum putative hourly rate they may charge. This provision is intended to reestablish the relationship between effort and reward and to place limits on the size of windfall fees, which are essentially diversions of money intended to compensate taxpayers and the government. Some states have adopted the alternative of placing a dollar limit on total fees paid; Indiana, for instance, caps fees at 5 percent of damages awarded that exceed $25 million, with a maximum possible award of $50 million.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Federal Concerns**

While the primary responsibility for reforming abuses committed by state attorneys general rests
with the states themselves, Congress certainly has an interest in protecting interstate commerce, as well as its own legislative prerogatives, from the interference of state AGs, who sometimes launch multistate actions in combination with their peers. In appropriate circumstances, Congress should explicitly preempt state laws that allow state AGs to venture where Congress has a constitutional obligation to hold sway.

Moreover, Congress should resist the temptation to “deputize” state AGs to enforce federal law—as the recent Dodd-Frank reforms have done, to some extent. Although such measures can leverage federal resources, they sacrifice a federal perspective on matters of national import, substituting the parochial perspective of the most aggressive state AG, who is then able to set the enforcement standard for his brethren by reshaping national practices, as Spitzer did with the financial and insurance industries.

Still, modest progress continues. Three states have implemented sunshine reforms in just the last two years; and last year, under the leadership of North Carolina attorney general Roy Cooper, the National Association of Attorneys General instituted an educational program for its members on the pitfalls of contingency-fee arrangements. Still, 40 of the 50 states have failed to take affirmative legislative steps to curb abuses, and 36 states have received a D or an F grade on the transparency of their contracting processes.[143] As happened after the implosion of the dot-com bubble, the recent financial crisis could spur today’s AGs to initiate lawsuits and make their mark. Although tort reform has generally succeeded in scaling back the worst abuses of our overly litigious society, many state AGs still show a reflexive allegiance to the plaintiffs’ bar. Let’s hope that the makers of laws in the various states—the legislatures—take further steps to rein in those who are supposed to be no more than the law’s enforcers.
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